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Black Student Union hits the open mic Prop 8 deemed

unconstitutional

by Angelisa Ross
Staff Writer

The SJSU Black Student Union is an organization that was created to develop a spirit
of unity for minority students, according
the organization’s website.
“It’s important that you can get involved
in something that you will always have to
look back on,” said Courtney Byrd, the president of the organization.
The current president is a graduating senior, who said she is busy with being chair
of African-American commencement, vice
chief for student elections commission with
big aspirations for the future.
Founded in 1967, the organization attempts to unify and promote multiculturalism in education, and maintain high social
and educational standards while networking with other organizations according the
organization’s website.
This past Thursday, the organization had
the opportunity to co-host an open mic
night with the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center in honor of Black History Month.
The Mosaic Center on campus promotes
diversity while providing a safe place for
students to work and socialize, according to
the SJSU website.
“It was nice to see so many students
share their work,” said Maribel Gomez, a
graduate student and the coordinator of
open mic night.
Usually, it’s not easy to generate student
participation, Gomez said.
According to Gomez, there was a turn
out of approximately 60 students and 23
performers.
The Mosaic Center hosts open mic night
on the at 5 p.m. first Thursday of every month.
“It is a good idea for a student to join university groups, especially those that have a
strong cultural connection,” said Natalia Cruz
Navarro, a social work graduate student.
The organization is not limited to only
students of African-American descent but
also all nationality backgrounds.
“As an undergraduate student of color,
I had the opportunity to participate in the
Chicana/Latina Pipeline at UCSC, which
turned out to be important in my development as a student,” Navarro said. “Groups
that have strong and responsive objectives
have a positive influence in the student’s
educational experience.”
Byrd said the organization is currently
trying to increase membership and promote
growth within the club due to lack of membership over the past two years.

CORRECTION
In the Feb. 7 issue of the Spartan
Daily, the article titled “Campus
committees offer opportunities
for students,” incorrectly stated
that all of the 22 campus committees
are affiliated with Associated
Students. However, not all of those
22 committees are actually affiliated
with A.S. The Spartan Daily regrets
the error.
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Isaac Pardo sings a song he wrote at Open Mic Night in the Student Union on Thursday.
Photo by Derik Irvin / Spartan Daily

“During my term, I’m currently working on bridging the gap between upper- and
lowerclassmen by having a mentor program,” Byrd said.
Byrd said she hopes to keep the momentum going for future years.
The organization is currently governed
by nine officers and has more than 100
members and approximately 50 to 60 members who attend the meetings, Byrd said
“We still have some of the same principal and goals, trying to increase brotherhood
and sisterhood,” Byrd said.

SJSU president Mohammad Qayoumi
said he hopes to advocate for more student
involvement and encourages all student
organizations to continue to do their best
to generate student participation.
“Don’t get discouraged, continue on and
are there any other ways people can be
reached,” he said.
On Feb. 22 at 6 p.m., Black Student Union
will host a free event called Black Appreciation night where student will be celebrating
the African-American culture in the Engineering auditorium.

Same-sex marriage took one step closer to becoming legal in California when the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the 9th Circuit ruled Proposition 8 unconstitutional on Tuesday.
Proposition 8 passed in November 2008 and defined
marriage as a union only between a man and woman,
banning gay marriage, according to the circuit court
documents.
“I think any hope for the future is exciting,” said
Patrick Regan, a San Francisco resident. “I am hopeful
that all this work will pay off.”
Regan said he married his partner, Richard Ventura, in June of 2008,when same-sex marriage was legal
in California.
“On the personal side, in my mind we’re married,”
Ventura said. “Anybody can argue that fact we are married … I feel that we are going through a time where
decisions will move in favor of and opposed to until we
land on the actual decision we deserve to see.”
The three-judge panel voted 2-1 to deem the proposition unconstitutional, according to circuit court
documents.
“By using their (Prop 8 supporters) initiative power
to target a minority group and withdraw a right that
is possessed without a legitimate reason for doing so,
the people of California violated the Equal Protection
Clause,” Circuit Judge Stephen Reinhardt wrote in the
Circuit Court documents. “We hold Proposition 8 to
be unconstitutional on this ground.”
Paul Chen, treasurer for the SJSU student group
Christians on Campus, said he believes that God does
not want same-sex marriage and he is not pleased with
the decision.
“This allowance of gay couples to marry should be
an outrage to all Christians,” Chen said. “The Bible
clearly states that same sex marriage is not lawful in
the eyes of God. God made a man to be with a woman
and this should never be compromised.
“Same sex marriage is an attack against God and
his word. Many people claim that they were just born
attracted to the same sex but no such ‘gay gene’ has
ever been identified.”
Not all SJSU students feel the same as Chen.
Animation/illustration major Meghan Auer said
she believes that the legal view of marriage should be
separate from the religious view of marriage.
“Religious marriage is viewed as only a man and a
woman, but they should be able to recognize a partnership between same sex couples,” Auer said. “They don’t
have to accept it but they should respect that union.”

SEE MARRIAGE PAGE 2

Help desk overhauls with new computers, arrival delayed
by David Wong
Staff Writer

The SJSU information technology support services help desk has
undergone a major equipment overhaul with the addition of the newest
Apple and Dell computers.
“It’s a major improvement — the
old computers were here since the
help desk first opened (in 2005),”
said Shivam Shelat, an employee at
the help desk.
Located at the end of room 103 near
the entrance to Clark Hall, the help
desk is commonly tasked with handling student and faculty user problems such as the use of SJSUOne accounts, using the faculty email service
and troubleshooting Desire2Learn.
At a total cost of $40,000, these
computers are provided by academic technology, the department that
oversees the help desk, according
to a price quote provided by Steve
Sloan, an ITSS consultant.
The office of the provost allocated
the funds to purchase the new equip-

ment, according to Chris Laxton, director of media production and delivery for academic technology.
The Dell laptops and iMacs are currently unavailable, as the help desk
encountered difficulties in the delivery of the equipment, Shelat said.
“When we ordered iMacs, they
came in with wireless keyboards,”
Shelat said. “When we ordered wired
keyboards (and) the wrong order
was sent for Dell laptops.”
A price quote for 14 iMac computers with 2.8 GHz Intel core i7 processors, 4 gigabytes of RAM and 1 terabyte hard disk drives came out to be
$24,041.75 including sales tax and
e-waste fees of $8 for each computer.
The Electronic Waste Recycling
Fee (e-waste fee) is a fee imposed by
the state government on purchases
of electronic products with viewable
screens (such as computer monitors
and televisions).
Collected fees are used to pay for
electronic waste recycling centers that
provide e-waste recycling services free
of charge as mandated by the Electronic Waste Recycling Act of 2003.

The replaced computers will be
taken by academic technology for
redistribution and re-purposing, as
they were bought by the department,
Sloan said.
The majority of re-purposed computers will end up being temporary
replacements for the new computers
if they encounter technical problems, according to Sloan.
The redistribution and re-purposing
process is currently being evaluated by
academic technology, Laxton said.
“This isn’t a set process,” he said.
“(We are asking:) is there a need for
a new process?”
Aside from handling technological
issues, the help desk checks out desktops and laptops for on-premises use
to students, according to Shelat.
To the far side of the computers
are four digital video editing stations
containing a Power Mac G5 (a 64-bit,
high-end workstation) with cinema
high definition monitors, a Sharp enhanced definition television (less detailed than a high definition display),
a camcorder dock and two JVC DVD/
VHS decks for video conversion.

While the digital video editing
stations are free to use without being checked out, they are meant for
users who are experienced in using
video editing software — the ITSS
help desk staff are not trained in
their use, according to Shelat.
On an average day (Monday
through Thursday), the help desk has
over 700 checkouts, according to the
record log at the help desk presented
by Shelat.
“(As) one of many points of contact, we try to be a logical front end (to
solve complex problems),” Sloan said.
With five employees staffing the
help desk at any given time, they try
to channel a calm energy, even with
students going in and out. “The help
desk has a friendly atmosphere,”
Shelat said. “Everyone is chill (and)
accommodating.”
If the problem lies in the hardware
or software, then the help desk acts
as a contact center that forwards the
problem to the appropriate department, according to Shelat and Sloan.

SEE HELP DESK PAGE 2
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MARRIAGE: California court of appeals
reverses anti-gay marriage decision
FROM PAGE 1
The circuit court has jurisdiction
over the western states, including Alaska, Hawaii, California, Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho and Nevada,
according to the circuit court’s website.
It, however, did not give gays the right to
marry in all nine states because of the controversy of the subject, according to the circuit
court documents.
Currently, six states including Vermont,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New York and Iowa and the country’s capital
Washington D.C. allow same-sex marriage,
according to statesthatallowgaymarriage.com,
a pro same-sex marriage website.
“The interesting fact is we’re watching other states take a position,” Ventura
said. “States that surprise us, that California is not the leader … To see something

like a Middle America or a South, who are
so conservative, stand up and say that
they will support it and California cannot.
“I think the media attention that we get,
whether it is one way or another, is positive
for us because it does create a global awareness on a national scale.”
The next step for Prop 8 is still unclear, said
Bonnie Sugiyama, assistant director for the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender resource
center. The Prop 8 supporters can ask to have
a full 11-person panel or the case can move to
the U.S. Supreme Court, Sugiyama said.
“I think for the community it is a validation,” Sugiyama said. “It is a win for us on the
court level, but it’s just another step.
“I guess it depends on what the opponents
of Prop 8 want to do on the next step that
really determines whether or not this is a
total win or whether or not this is going to
stay with the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals.”

I think the media attention that we get, whether
it is one way or another, is positive for us...

“

-Richard Ventura, San Francisco resident

”

Partners Ellen Pontac (left) and Shelly Bailes (right) of Davis, Calif. hug Tina Reynolds (center) as they
watch the ruling of Prop 8 at Cornerstone Restaurant at Headhunters in Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 7. The
couple married on June 16, 2008. Photo courtesy of Renee C. Byers / MCT

HELP
DESK:
Syria peace prospects look poor as US closes embassy Hardware
upgrades
coming
by McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

CAIRO — The United States
scrambled Monday to salvage
an Arab peace initiative aimed
at halting Syria’s descent into
all-out civil war, closing its
embassy in Damascus and deliberating with European and
Arab allies on other measures
to force President Bashar Assad
to surrender power.
As new shelling of the city
of Homs was reported, the diplomatic efforts came two days
after Russia and China blocked
the U.N. Security Council from
endorsing the Arab League plan
to have Assad step down as part
of a transition to democracy.
“We believe that the right
solution in Syria is a political
solution,” White House spokesman Jay Carney said. “We’re
carefully considering a full
range of options. And we’ll
work closely with our allies
and others to help the people of
Syria put an end to this criminal regime.”
There was scant prospect,
however, of the mayhem ending soon. Western and Arab
powers ruled out military intervention, and Russia and China defended their U.N. vetoes,
contending that the Arab plan
called for regime change.
“We don’t have any imminent need to do any military
planning because there is such
a remote chance to be involved
based on the current political
situation,” said a senior NATO
military official, who spoke on
the condition of anonymity to
speak candidly about alliance
deliberations.
President Barack Obama
said a negotiated settlement
was still possible. Assad’s departure wasn’t “a matter of if
(but) a matter of when,” he said
in an NBC interview.
But with civilian casualties
rising, the Syrian opposition
increasingly staked their hopes
with the Free Syrian Army,
a loosely organized group of
lightly armed civilians and army
deserters battling to hold slivers
of territory against one of the
Middle East’s biggest armies
and thugs loyal to the 42-year
Assad family dictatorship.
“The only solution is to back
the Free Syrian Army,” said
Ramy Jarah, an opposition activist who fled to Egypt several
months ago.
The longer the conflict rages,
however, the greater the threat
that it could turn into a civil
war between diverse religious
and ethnic communities that
could spread past Syria’s borders, infecting a region fraught
with age-old disputes and new
political tensions ignited by last
year’s Arab Spring uprisings.

“There is a lot of danger
coming out of a destabilized
Syria,” said Andrew Tabler of
the Washington Institute for
Near East Policy.
The State Department waited to announce the embassy
closing until the ambassador to
Syria, Robert Ford, and other
staffers left Damascus. Surging
violence, including two recent
bombings in the capital, “raised
serious concerns” that the mission was “not sufficiently protected from armed attack,” State
Department
spokeswoman
Victoria Nuland said.
“The deteriorating security
situation . . . makes clear once
more the dangerous path Assad
has chosen and the regime’s inability to fully control Syria,”
Nuland said.
At a briefing, Nuland called
the measure a suspension —
not a break — of diplomatic
relations, and said U.S. representation would be handled
by Poland. Ford and his staff
will return to Washington to
continue working, including
maintaining contacts with the
opposition, she said.
The State Department said
last month that it was considering closing the embassy
because of the violence and
because requests to the regime
to boost the mission’s security
had gone nowhere. Most of the
staff had left the country in recent weeks.
In an apparently coordinated
move, Britain announced the recall of its ambassador to Syria.
The Obama administration
provided no details of other
measures it is considering to
further isolate the Assad regime
isolation and choke off its access
to money to pay its forces and
replenish its military stocks.
Carney declined to say whether
the United States would arm the
Syrian opposition.
“Assad is running out of
money,” Carney said. “And we
will work to make sure that he
is unable to finance his continued crackdown.”
The United States and the
European Union already have
imposed economic sanctions
on Damascus and are considering additional measures, U.S.
and British officials said.
Assad is receiving support
from Iran — reportedly including advisers from the elite Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps — and arms from Russia, which maintains its only
foreign military base in Syria’s
port of Tartus.
Moving to halt Russian
arms sales could worsen U.S.
relations with the Kremlin,
whose cooperation is vital to
U.S. efforts to stop Iran’s suspected nuclear arms program.
Relations already have been
strained by Moscow’s U.N. veto

Saturday, which Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton said was
as a “travesty.”
Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov was expected to
meet Assad on Tuesday in Damascus.
The U.S. and its allies also
are working to recruit Arab and
other countries to a “friends of
democratic Syria” coalition that
would throw its weight behind
the Arab League peace plan.
It calls for Assad to hand over
power to his vice president,
who then would open negotiations with opposition groups
on a transition to democracy.
British Foreign Secretary
William Hague, speaking to
Parliament, outlined other measures, including increased efforts to unite the fragmented
Syrian opposition behind a
pledge to support democracy
and human rights, and to build
international support for war
crimes prosecutions against
Assad and other Syrian officials.
News of the diplomatic maneuvering was eclipsed, however, by new shelling of Homs,
sometimes called the “capital”
of the uprising, where activists
reported dozens of deaths in a
government onslaught over the
weekend and into Monday.
The government denied the
reports, according to the state
news agency SANA, and said
“armed terrorist groups” were
attacking several neighborhoods in the city.
The regime has severely

hindered the travels and independence of visiting reporters,
and it’s impossible to verify
the origins of the grisly videos
of slain or tortured protesters
that often are the only glimpse
into the human toll of Assad’s
crackdown. Over the weekend, the latest gruesome video
to go viral purported to show
a boy from a besieged district
of Homs whose lower jaw had
been blow off, allegedly by
rocket fire.
The boy was alive and conscious. The image of his shredded face touched a fresh nerve
even in the protest-weary Middle East. Arabic-language satellite channels, owned by Assad’s
royal Arab Persian Gulf enemies,
showed the video nonstop.
In December, the U.N. said
Assad’s forces had killed more
than 5,000 people since the
uprising began. It stopped
counting recently because the
violence and government restrictions make it nearly impossible to record the casualties
accurately. Hague on Monday
put the death toll at more than
6,000.
Activists think that a tough,
unanimous U.N. condemnation
of Assad still might encourage
mass defections from the military, the regime’s backbone.
Syrian protesters are becoming impatient with the violence
and the apparent inability of
the main opposition group,
the Syrian National Council, to
stop it. They hope now to build

the Free Syrian Army into a
real fighting force.
“With all due respect to
the Syrian National Council,
people can see it’s unable to
do anything,” said Jarah, the
activist. “They are opposition, but outside the country,
which means they have to
seek help from the international community, which also
can’t do anything.”
Others cautioned against
too much optimism over the
nascent rebel force. The example of Libya looms large: The
ragtag militias that brought
down Moammar Gadhafi with
NATO support now are turning on one another in a deadly
power struggle.

FROM PAGE 1
At the end of the hall, opposite the ITSS help desk, is
the incubator room, which
can be checked out at the ITSS
help desk for use as a 16-seat
conference room, according
to the description by the door.
The incubator is equipped
with a high resolution projection system, a video conferencing system, an audio conferencing system, and DVD/
VHS players, according to the
description by the door.
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SJSU senior pursuing his
dream of Olympic glory
Once a football player, Chima Osuka overcomes knee
injury and discovers success between the ropes
by Megan Mills
Staff Writer

Football player turned amateur boxer Dalton “Chima”
Osuka hopes to continue his
success in the ring, remain
undefeated and fight his way
into the Olympics.
“I’m an active person, always looking for something
tough and competitive,” Osuka said. “I felt that boxing was
a challenge that I wanted to
take on.”
Originally Osuka came to
SJSU to pursue a football career, which was soon put on
hold because of a torn anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)
during his sophomore year.
Boxing quickly became the
prevalent sport in Osuka’s
life, combining his love of
martial arts and the feeling of
being able to defend himself
through boxing.
“I like keeping myself in
the best athletic shape possible,” Osuka said. “I feel that
my mind and body is pushed
to the limits with such an activity.”
So far Osuka is undefeated,
beating every opponent in the
10 matches in his career.
Osuka competes in a
weight class of 195 lbs, but
tends to fluctuate his weight
due to diet, muscle mass and
training.
A typical practice consists
of morning and afternoon
workouts nearly every day.
Osuka said morning sessions are more personalized,
allowing him to work closely
with his coach.
This includes lots of running — mainly sprinting.
“If we’re not sprinting to
our fullest, our coaches know
and will make us run more,”
Osuka said.
The afternoon workout
consists of running laps
around a track, lifting weights
and flipping tractor tires.
Another workout ritual
the boxers that train with Osuka are quite familiar with is
an “Indian run,” where there
is a line of 10-20 people and
the back person sprints to
the front and repeat until everyone has had the chance to
sprint.
After this, the workout will
end with some more jumping
rope, sparring, and hitting
with speed and heavy bags.
“Chima and I spar every
now and then so it’s a practice fight where we work on
strengthening the parts of
our game that need improvement,” said Andrew Cabatic,
a kinesiology major at SJSU
who trains with Osuka. “At
the end, we tell each other
what we need to work on.”
Osuka said when he first
enters the ring, he sizes up
his opponent, sometimes
waiting for the first attack or
attacking his opponent first.
“I can analyze the person
and pay attention to their
movement,” Osuka said. “This
helps you to get a feel for
your opponent.”
According to Osuka, a
good boxer needs be relaxed
and have a strategy before
stepping into the ring.
“Compared to other sports,
like football or track, you
can have the best conditioning, but when you step in the
ring, you have to know how
to conserve your energy,” he
said.
Osuka said if a boxer panics after entering the ring, the
fight is already over.

“The whole game shifts,
you have to know how to
keep your composure, Osuka
said. “If you lose your composure and start swinging for
the fences, that’s when you
start panicking.”
Osuka often looks up to
professional boxer Floyd
Mayweather for inspiration
and words of wisdom.
“He wants people to hate
him because he wants people
to pay to try and see him lose,”
Osuka said. “It’s one thing (if)
someone’s cocky, it’s another
thing if they’re cocky and can
back it up.”
Osuka constantly keeps
Mayweather’s personal motto
of “hard work and dedication”
in the back of his head while
boxing, whether it be at practice or in the ring.
“There are times where
I’m working with my coach
and I’ll be gassed out and I’ll
ask for water and coach will
say ‘no,’” Osuka said. “Other
times, I’ll tell my coach I’ve
got nothing left and he tells
me to get out of his gym.”
Osuka said his specialties in the ring consist of his
speed, jabs and movement
around his opponent.
“For my size, my speed and
jab have to be the best qualities,” Osuka said.
Cabatic has been training
with Osuka for three years.
“Training with Chima
helps me improve my quickness and my defense since he
is so fast and a great counter
puncher,” Cabatic said.
The most serious injuries
Osuka has endured is the occasional bloody nose and hyper-extended arm on numerous occasions.
Although still an amateur,
Osuka said he hopes to come
home with a championship
win, whether at the Olympics or a National Golden
Globe tournament. A National

OSUKA BY THE

NUMBERS

-

0 losses

Osuka is undefeated with a
record of 10-0

-

3 fights

During three of Osuka’s fights,
he represented the SJSU
boxing club

-

4 knockouts
Four of Osuka’s 10 victories
came by knockout

- 10 seconds
Osuka’s fastest knockout
came in 10 seconds of the
first round in his last fight
on Dec. 10

Golden Globe tournament is
for boxing competitors who
are right below the professional level.
“I would love to make it to
the Olympics, but I also have
other areas of interest outside
of boxing I want to pursue,”
Osuka said. “I take it day by
day.”
Osuka’s favorite moment
so far in his boxing career
took place during a match in
Oakland, when he fought an
intimidating boxer that had
previously won every round
before in the competition.
“I stepped in and immediately knocked him out within
the first 10 seconds,” Osuka
said. “He wouldn’t get up to
continue the fight after that.”
Outside the ring, Osuka
concentrates on planning to
graduate in both health science and biology.
Classifying himself as a

Dalton “Chima” Osuka, a senior health science and biology double ma jor, originally came to SJSU to
play football, but found a home with the university’s boxing club. Photo courtesy of Julian Edwards

“thrill-seeker,” Osuka said
he enjoys rock climbing, leisurely running and the usual
hanging out with friends.
“Chima is one of the most
friendly guys I know,” said
SJSU nutritional science major Taylor Stoddard. “He’s
very positive and his smile
can light up a room.”
His current job is working
for his mom, who maintains
clinics that cater towards
people living with disabilities.
“After I graduate, I want
to start up my own clinic,”
Osuka said.
Until then, Osuka said
he continues to improve his
boxing skills and pursue his
hopes of entering the Olym-

MA
2014

“For me, teaching isn’t a job, it’s
a calling. That’s why the education
program at Notre Dame is so
fantastic. I’m getting my master’s
and my credential at the same
time which means less time
sitting in a classroom and more
time leading one.”

GET THERE

You are invited…

pics, spending numerous
hours a day practicing, hoping to defend his undefeated
status.
“I’ve never worked so hard
in boxing than I have with
any other sport,” Osuka said.
According to Osuka, the
love of boxing is what keeps

him motivated to win a championship in the near future.
“Chima is the type of person that keeps going, he is
constantly working on his
conditioning and skills,” Cabatic said. “He takes the sport
(seriously) but makes it fun at
the same time.”

Parking
Made Easy

Fourth Street Garage and
Second & San Carlos Street Garage
Spring Semester Parking
Only $160 for SJSU Students
January 15 through May 31
Permits available for purchase
at garage offices.

INFORMATION FORUM
MONDAY, FEBRUARY

13

TH

6:30PM

Notre Dame de Namur University, located mid-peninsula,
offers master’s and credentials in Art Therapy, Business,
Clinical Psychology, Computer Science, Education,
Management and more. With evening courses and three
new online master’s programs, we help you balance work
and school while achieving your dream.

Apply now for summer and fall 2012.
To learn more, visit www.ndnu.edu or call (650) 508-3600.

1500 Ralston Avenue, Belmont CA 94002

Students must provide valid student ID
and proof of enrollment (minimum 6 units).
Please bring originals with copies.
For more information, call 794-1090.

GET DIRECTIONS, MAPS AND MORE AT

sjdowntownparking.com
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Snapshot
The bagel with lox is a
wholly American food with a
muddled and complex history.
According to the “Encyclopedia of Sandwiches,” although
popularized in the 1950s due to
advances in food industrialization, the sandwich was once
only found in New York delis.
Culinary historians agree
that bagels originated in Ashkenazi Jewish communities in
Poland in the early 17th century and that Eastern European Jewish immigrants brought
bagels to America in the early
20th century.
According to Leo Rosten,
author of “The Joys of Yiddish,”
the first printed mention of
bagels in the 1610 “Community Regulations of Cracow”
stated that the ringed bread
was given to women during
childbirth.
This predates the popular
lore that a Jewish Viennese
baker made a bread roll in the
shape of a stirrup (“buegl” in
German) out of appreciation
for the Polish King John III
Sobieski, who saved the city
from Turkish invasion in 1683.
The bagel with lox is a symbolic sandwich, which helps

pin-point its origins.
According to the article
“Soul Food” in the April 2011
edition of Saveur Magazine by
Elissa Altman, its ringed shape
symbolizes the circle of life, and
the lox symbolizes the saltiness
of tears.
The word is rooted from the
Yiddish word “beygel,” which
derives from the German word
“beugel,” meaning “ring” or
“bracelet,” according to the
Merriam-Webster dictionary.
Maria Balinska, author
of “The Bagel: The Surprising History of Modest Bread,”
thinks the bagel may have earlier origins. She draws comparison of other ringed and
holed breads from around the
Mediterranean.
Puglia, Italy has the centuries-old taralli, ring-shaped
hard crackers that are dotted
with fennel.
There’s also the Roman buccellatum and the Chinese girde
nan which, according to travel
website Uncornered Market, is
an Uighur specialty and bagellike bread round baked in a
tandoor-style clay oven.
Most of these Mediterranean varieties were flavored

A closed-face lox
bagel with onion, tomato and
cream cheese
on a five-seed
bagel served at
House of Bagels
on 11th Street
and San Carlos.
Photo by Jasper
Rubenstein /
Spartan Daily
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with seeds and/or paired with
a sauce, just like the modern
bagel.
A bagel with lox consists of
an open-face poppy or sesame
bagel topped with a generous
smear of plain cream cheese,
thinly sliced red onions and
capers and lox. According to
Merriam-Webster, the word lox
stems from the Yiddish word
for salmon, “laks.”
Lox is thinly sliced salmon
fillet, usually the belly, and
cured in a salty brine. Real lox
is never smoked.
According to the Saveur
Magazine 2008 article, “Lox
Lessons” by Dana Bowen, in
1869, the transcontinental
railroad started transporting
barrels of salted salmon from
the Pacific coast to the rest of
the country, giving rise to its
popularity in New York City,
mostly among Eastern European Jewish immigrants who
came with an affinity for cured
and smoked fish.
In the book “New York
Food,” Arthur Schwartz says
the tenement Jews lived
in had minimal cooking
capacity and pre-cooked food
mirrored convenience food
— cheap and easy. But above
all, it was pareve, meaning it
could be eaten with dairy and
didn’t break any kosher laws,
like meat. Thus, it became a
staple food.
To try this New York City
classic, head to House of
Bagels on San Carlos and 11th
streets. The chewy bagel, rich
cream cheese and silky salmon
sandwich is perfect for either
breakfast or lunch.

by Christina Molina
A&E Editor

Paolo Zabala

Freshman undeclared major
Photo by Jesse Jones

Why did you pick this outfit?

I picked this because it was simple. I wanted to look a little more mature. I’ve had this jacket for like three years
now. If I can match it up with other stuff, then I like it.

How would you describe your style?

I’d say simple, versatile and not too exaggerated.

What is crucial to consider when picking your outfit?

I think it mostly depends on the city I am in. If it’s dark and rainy, I wouldn’t want to wear bright colors.

What is your favorite accessory?
Outerwear and wearing layers.

Where do you usually shop?

Maybe Banana Republic or Gap, those are pretty good.

What is one thing you wouldn’t be caught dead wearing?
I’ll never wear a short-sleeved collared shirt with a tie.

Today’s Crossword Puzzle

How To
Place your ads ONLINE through Campus Ave:
Just click The Spartan Daily link and post your ads to the
college classiﬁeds network!
You can also place
classiﬁeds through the
Spartan Daily Ad ofﬁce. Call us at 408.924.3270 or visit us in
DBH 209.
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Universal Crossword
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ACROSS

1 Candied
tubers
5 Put in a cell
10 “Shoulda,
woulda,
coulda”
thinker
14 Squarefootage
measure
15 Exit the
premises
16 Bedfellow
17 Dad’s royal
nickname?
20 Proliﬁc writer Asimov
21 ___ l’oeil
(visual
deception in
paintings)
22 “Agnes of
God” actress
Tilly
23 ___ for tat
26 Rubber
ducky’s
milieu
27 Biology class
initials
30 Yet another
time
32 Confused
noise
34 One feeling
sorry for
another
36 Breakfast
dish
39 Fall off, as
support
40 One with
dependents
42 Words of
praise by
King David
44 Subject
of a will,
sometimes
45 Electrician’s
alloy
47 Kennel

sound
48 Not well,
mentally
52 Requiring
medical
attention
53 Replies of
rejection
55 Word in
wedding
notices
57 Homer
Simpson’s
shout
58 “Scram!”
61 Musical
stage
production
63 One wearing the
pants?
67 ___ mater
68 Muse of
love poetry
69 Computer
operator
70 Carpe ___
(“seize the
day”)
71 School social
72 Dusty and
dry
DOWN

1 Washington
city or river
2 Antonym
for “fallen”
3 Social
unit living
together
4 “Lonesome
Dove” genre
5 Renowned
toymaker
6 Covered, as
expenses
7 It’s banked
in Bangkok
8 Head off, as
disaster
9 Get back, as
losses
10 Speak

hoarsely
11 Concealed,
as a motive
12 90-degree
building
wing
13 Type of
sandwich
bread
18 Mo. of
Canada’s
Thanksgiving
19 Completely
surrounding
24 Invention
beginning
25 Diacritical
mark
28 Simpsons’
neighbor
29 “My feet
___ killing
me”
31 Globe representation
33 Like a
catching-up
letter
35 Cornered, in
a way
37 Keepsake
38 Nashvillebased athlete
40 Sporting
event
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Previous Puzzle Solved
DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for
products or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising and offers
are not approved or verified by the
newspaper. Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the reader
to specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information.
Classified readers should be reminded
that, when making these further
contacts, they should require complete
information before sending money for
goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings or coupons
for discount vacations or merchandise.

Don’t forget
today’s the last
day to buy a
Valentine’s gram
for your special
someone!
(see pg.6 for more info)

How to Play

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3 by
3 box contains every digit
from 1 to 9 inclusively.
Check back daily for
new sudoku puzzles and
solutions.

41 Mane site
42 Last Greek
consonant
43 Fa-la link on
a musical
scale
46 Worked
with
shingles
49 Provide
counsel
50 More
revolting
51 “And
___ off!”
(racetrack
announcement)
54 “Kama ___”
56 Pitcher’s
stat
59 Red-coated
cheese
60 More ___
enough
62 Down
Under birds
63 Possessed
64 Wallach
of “Tough
Guys”
65 Spacesaving
abbreviation
66 Enemy

© 2012 Universal Uclick
www.upuzzles.com

LEADERSHIP COURSE By Gary Cooper

This column
appears
every other
Wednesday
I love living in a big city.
I’m sure a lot of that has to
do with the fact that I grew up
in San Francisco and currently
live in San Jose.
This makes me feel lucky
because I feel like there is al-
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ways something I can do that
is fun and entertaining.
Sometimes I feel bad for the
people who grew up in small
towns because they do not
what they are missing out on,
because every time that I step
out the front door there are
countless activities to do.
It is true that in a large city
I may not be able to enjoy the
great outdoors immediately,
but I’ve honestly never felt
the need to go and rough it

outdoors.
And if I really wanted to, I
wouldn’t have to go very far to
do it because here in the Bay
Area there are plenty of places
within relatively short driving
distances to choose from if I
ever got the hankering to sleep
underneath the stars.
I take comfort in the fact
that if I want to go out on a
Tuesday night — or just about
any night of the week for that
matter — I can probably find a

friend who feels like going out
and doing something as well.
I may be naive, but I feel
that this is not the case in
small towns across the country.
I feel like if someone in a
small town wants to go and do
something, they are fairly limited on eventful happenings
on a Tuesday evening.
Actually, Tuesday is a good
night to go out in San Jose
or San Francisco because for

some reason Two Dollar Tuesday really seems to be sticking.
Growing up in San Francisco, I always felt like there
was a lot of civic pride — especially recently since our sports
teams have been doing so well.
When I came to SJSU and
began meeting new people, the
question that always came up
was “So where are you from?”
I would always proudly reply: “San Francisco.”
Although I am from San
Francisco, I do enjoy other big
cities as well.
In fact, a big reason that I
chose to attend SJSU was the
fact that it was a school located in a large city.
I quickly realized on evenings in San Jose when I was
craving a late night snack I
could trade in pizza-by-the
slice for a quick burrito.
That is something that you
can’t find in a small town.
Professional sports teams
also mean a lot to people in a
big city.
Depending on where you
grow up, you may have a

5

choice on what professional
sports teams you choose to be
your favorites.
I did not.
I learned from a young age
that my favorite teams were
decided for me, and those
teams were the 49ers and the
San Francisco Giants.
Whether they were doing
great winning championships
or performing terribly for multiple seasons, they remained
your favorite team.
It’s all part of growing up in
a big city.
I don’t think that there is
anything wrong growing up
or choosing to live in a small
town, but I just know it is not
for me.
I like the noise, the cars, the
food, the nightlife, the sights,
the characters, the buses and
the buildings.
If I had the choice to live in
a simple home in a big city or
a luxurious mansion out in the
boonies, I’d pick the mediocre
house in the city without having to think twice.
I just can’t picture living
anywhere else.

Reflecting on the war in Afghanistan as the U.S. changes its role
by
Alyxandra
Goodwin
Staff Writer

Growing up a “military
brat” has allowed me to see the
United States in a multitude of
ways.
I was always so proud to say
my dad was a Marine, but that
proud feeling would quickly
change when the kids my age
would ask “so does that mean
he kills people?”
The answer I always give is
“No.”
Sure at some point he may
have had to, but what it really
means is that he missed my
birth and my 14th birthday to
protect my family and everyone else in this country during
both Gulf Wars.
I can thankfully say I don’t
remember anything about the
first Gulf War.
However, after 9/11, I have
countless entries in my diary
as a little girl about being in a
home without my soldier.
In January of 2002, my dad
was deployed to the Middle
East along with thousands of
other troops.
Finally in 2012, announcements are being made that
the U.S. government will be
withdrawing troops from Afghanistan by the end of 2013,
according to a Feb. 3 report by
The Telegraph.
“The time-table is ‘hopefully by mid to the latter part
of 2013, we’ll be able to make
a transition from a combat role

to a training, advise and assist role,’ said Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta in an L.A.
Times report.
By 2014, Panetta said, troops
would remain in Afghanistan
but as a support role, while the
military of Afghanistan takes
the lead in combat.
So while the United States
will still have a presence in
the country, it will be different
than it has been for the last decade.
I was ten years old
when the relationship
between the U.S. and
the Middle East became associated with
war, and so as I’ve
grown up this is all
I’ve known.
With the announcement that the troops
of the United States
would be taking on a
different role in Afghanistan, I was honestly surprised and
immediately thought
about all the changes
this nation would undergo.
By pulling troops
out of Afghanistan,
the United States will
experience some great
benefits — economically and socially.
The defense budget
is the amount of money the United States
has, and will use, in
terms of our military.
Within the last ten
years, a lot of that
money has gone to
war efforts in the Mid-

dle East. The Huffington Post
has reported that number to be
$60 billion.
Various sites offer many different estimates and aspect of
government spending in the
area of defense and the War in
Afghanistan, but it all comes
down to the same idea —it’s
too much.
Here at SJSU, we associate
“budget cuts” with our school
system not having enough
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money.
On a federal level, these cuts
refer to the government not
providing many social services
with the same amount of funding in the past, such as education and social security.
Although money is still being cut from areas of the budget, it is still being fueled into
the defense fund.
However, with a shift in the
purpose in Afghanistan that

money can be distributed differently.
Socially speaking, ever since
troops were deployed to the
Middle East, it seems as though
the public’s mistrust in government has increased.
Conspiracy theories about
9/11, racial profiling of Middle
Easterners and why the U.S.
was even in the Middle East all
became hot topics.
So what will happen once

the war is truly over and the
U.S. military role is no longer
one of combat?
Will citizens learn to trust
their government again?
Who knows.
If I could have it my way,
we wouldn’t even be staying
to assist and train the military
in Afghanistan, but as for now,
the decision to switch from a
combat role to a role of assistance is good enough for me.
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Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, San Jose, CA
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clarity, grammar, libel and length. Only
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US general heads to Egypt, relations on line
by McClatchy Tribune
Wire Service

WASHINGTON — With $1.3 billion in
annual U.S. military aid and a three-decade relationship hanging in the balance,
U.S. officials said Tuesday that Army Gen.
Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, would travel to Egypt to
press for the criminal charges against at
least 16 American nonprofit workers to be
dropped.
The visit later this week by the top U.S.
military official likely represents the strongest leverage the United States has in its
effort to get Egypt’s ruling generals to end
a crackdown on American and Egyptian
nonprofit groups.
The White House and the State Department have unsuccessfully pressed the case
with Egypt’s military council but no U.S.
government department has worked more
closely with the council over the years
than the Pentagon has.
Officials said Dempsey would reinforce
the message — echoing lawmakers on Capitol Hill — that unless Egypt scuttled its
plan to try the American nonprofit workers on charges that their agencies illegally
received foreign funds, the country seriously risked losing $1.3 billion annually in
U.S. military aid.
The Egyptians “are going to be told to
lay off the (nonprofit groups) or the money
won’t be forthcoming,” said a person familiar with the deliberations, who wasn’t authorized to be quoted because of the issue’s
sensitivity.
Two Egyptian generals were scheduled
to meet Tuesday in Washington with Sens.
John McCain, R-Ariz., and Joseph Lieberman, an independent from Connecticut,
but the Egyptians abruptly canceled the
sessions and cut short their U.S. visit.
McCain, in particular, has been extremely critical of the crackdown and has
called for the entire U.S.-Egyptian relationship to be re-examined if the charges and a
travel ban on the Americans aren’t lifted.
Privately, some U.S. officials have described cutting off aid as premature, saying
that the threat, if overplayed, could harm
long-term American interests.
However, in a phone call last week,
Defense Secretary Leon Panetta told the
head of the Supreme Council of the Armed
Forces, Field Marshal Mohamed Hussein
Tantawi, that Congress might cut off aid.
Dempsey is expected to meet with Tantawi
and with his Egyptian counterpart, Gen.
Sami Anan.
Publicly, the Pentagon said Dempsey
would be “consulting with friends. He is
not delivering ultimatums,” said his spokesman, Marine Col. David Lapan.
But the long U.S.-Egyptian military relationship has been transformed since the

ouster of former President Hosni Mubarak
last year, with Egyptian generals seemingly willing to risk American funding to
prove to the public that Egypt’s days as a
puppet state are over.
Many Egyptians have long regarded
the annual military aid package as a bribe
to safeguard key U.S. interests — contain
Islamist influence, uphold a peace treaty
with Israel and keep the Suez Canal open
to American warships — even when they
ran counter to popular opinion.
The arrangement mostly ran smoothly
for the 30 years of Mubarak’s authoritarian
rule, until the uprising swept to power an
array of new political forces that are eager
to redraw the relationship.
Analysts say the case against the American workers signals the emergence of a
more assertive Egyptian military that’s
seeking popular support by displaying
what one commentator called “its antiAmerican credentials.”
Despite the worst rift in bilateral relations in decades, analysts added, it remained unclear whether the generals were
prepared to abandon U.S. interests or were
merely seizing the moment to adjust the
old “master-slave” dynamic, as Egyptian
politicians call it.
On Sunday, Egyptian prosecutors filed
charges against at least 40 international
civil society workers of receiving foreign
funds illegally and participating in banned
activities. Besides the Americans, the defendants reportedly include 16 Egyptians

and others of several nationalities.
Egyptian reports initially said that 19
Americans were charged but the State
Department said Tuesday that it had accounted for 16. Adding to the confusion,
spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said that
fewer than half of the Americans currently
resided in Egypt and that others hadn’t
lived there for several years.
It’s “a little bit unclear how the Egyptians came up with this list,” Nuland said.
At least three of the accused Americans
have holed up at the U.S. Embassy in Cairo,
an extraordinary measure to keep them
from arrest.
Other defendants apparently have managed to leave the country despite a travel
ban; the court listed “fugitive” by some of
the defendants’ names.
Among the American defendants is Sam
LaHood, the Egypt program director for
the International Republican Institute and
the son of Transportation Secretary Ray
LaHood.
The International Republican Institute
was among 17 nongovernmental agencies authorities targeted in a raid Dec. 29
against groups suspected of illegally receiving foreign funds.
Egyptian state media’s limited coverage of the dispute is couched in calls for
national sovereignty as well as blatant accusations — some activists call them incitement to violence — that the groups were
funneling money to forces behind the unrest since Mubarak’s ouster.
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THE SPARTAN DAILY REPORTED...

Above: Dennis Teresi is a blind disc jockey for KSJS. That semester the radio station changed its format

to gain some recognition lost over the last couple of years. The station has music for all types of listeners,
from classical to religious. Photo by Ross Mehan / Spartan Daily

Tree falls on student in walkway: Sophomore business major Kenneth Hayashi was injured on Feb. 7

when a tree fell on him as he was walking between Dudley Moorhead Hall and the Speech & Drama building.

Judokas triumph: The SJSU judo team defeated British Columbia 49-10. The team was led by freshman
Mike Vicente and heavyweight Brewster Thompson.

Great America employees charge abuses: Worker’s at Marriott’s Great America, which include

some SJSU students formed an organization to protest against working conditions, wages and alleged
discrimination.

SpartaGuide
Book Review: “The Miseducation of the Negro”
Presented by African-American Faculty and Staff
Association
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 8
Student Union, Pacifica Room

Horseshoes, Hand Grenades & Carbon Offsets:
The Soil Carbon Black Box in Science and Policy
Presentation by Dr. Alex Gershenson
Presented by Department of Environmental Studies
10:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m.
Thursday, Feb. 9
Clark Hall, room 243

Tango Dance Lessions
Beginning and Intermediate
Hosted by the Ballroom Dance Club
$3 for one lesson / $5 for both
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 10
Spartan Complex, room 89

CSU Board of Trustees Visit
Bernadette Cheyne will be talking with students
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 13
A.S. House, Fireside Room
African-American Male Issues in Higher Education
Presented by Jason Laker, SJSU professor of school of
education
12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 16
Student Union, Costanoan Room
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Live Interview Demonstration and Business
Fashion Show
Presented by the Career Center
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 22
Student Union, Ballroom

The Price of Liberty
Artifacts of African-American Military Service from the
collection of Anthony Powell
Presented by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library and the
history department’s Burdick Military History Project
Feb. 1-29
King Library, Cultural Heritage Center, 5th floor
SpartaGuide is provided to students, staff and faculty, free of charge. The deadline to submit
is at noon, three working days prior to desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Send emails to spartandailyeditorial@sjsumedia.com titled “SpartaGuide.” Space restrictions may require editing or exclusion of submissions. Entry is not
guaranteed. Entries are printed in order of which they are received.

